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Yesterday morning on Moddell Secundus the church bells rang and the Warriors
Cantina was filled to the brim with Navy and Army Personnel alike celebrating their
recent victory over the planet.

Just the day before this wonderful scene, one of the first major battles in the Imperial
Storm 4 Wargames commenced between the ISD Warrior and ISD Hammer's forces.
The fighting was rough but the Warrior outnumbered the Hammer and after two days
completely wiped the Hammers Fleet out.



A Ship of the Hammer Fleet before collapsing onto the surface or Moddell Secundus

Fighting was intense both in the Sky and the Surface, reports of a fallen ship of the ISD
Hammers Fleet crash landing north of the Planets capital flooded into the INN.
According to civilians who witnessed the battle reported Warrior forces landing and
having fierce street to street combat with the Hammers forces.

News of the win came in earlier yesterday to the ISD Warrior and our reporter on the
scene, Kellye Finde, interviewed a Cook droid working in the Warrior's Cantina about
the ship's high morale.



COO-4831, works in the ISD Warrior's Cantina on Tuesdays and Thursdays.

Interview - #71815A01 - COO-4831

Finde: "Please give us a little background on yourself alright- 4…831"

COO-4831: "A little background? Welp where do ya begin fine lady- I suppose I'm just
yer friendly neighborhood cook, spent some time in the outer rim, ya know in the
boarding business, but nowadays I'm just kept by the Engineers on this fine Cruiser to
serve these pilots good drinks."

Finde: "Wonderful, So could you tell us a bit about how the current IS4 Wargames
battle in Moddell Secundus have a�ected the mood on the ship?"

COO-4831:  "Well when thee news came in yer know these fellas, they all huddled
around our only holotable and just watched the news about the battle for hours, got
'em so busy they forgot to buy any drinks!"

Finde: "-And how did the Pilots react when the news came of the Warriors Victory?"

COO-4831: "Well it was like a Life Day festival- The whole Cantina racked in a few
thousand credits just in that day, folks were happy as two correllians in a Freighter."

The Warrior's Crew continues to have high morale at this current time but all is still
serious business in the command bridge as the Warrior's Commodore, Marenta, looks
to the future of the Warrior in the IS4 Wargames.

Apart from the thrilling battle between the Hammer and the Warrior, news of fighting
over Lao Mon between Challenge and Hammer Forces has come in and some reports
of Challenge Reinforcements coming in the second day of the battle have come too.

Currently the IS4 Standings are as follows: The Challenge is in first, The Hammer in
second and the Warrior is in last place.

More news to come.
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